Introduction
The aim of this paper is to construct a family S of functions of class 0°° in R 2 and holomorphic outside a gio van closed set PCE . Ws assume that the functions of this family depend on an infinite number of real parameters M.j,
••• Specifying the choice of the sequence 1 we can obtain from this family functions with additional properties, We may, for instance, choose the sequencs such a way that the function ?(x,y) e S has at any point of the set P a r'ringsheim aingularity. This paper shows how this is to be done. The obtained result can be generalized to the space fi m , m>2.
J_. Let the function v(t) be given by the formula For the function U(x,B,L) the following inequalities hold»
).
-20 -Pro of.
: J?he proof of (6) may be omitted. Since the function v(t) is odd, we have
whenoe we get the inequality (7). The inequality,(8) follows from inequality (7) and from the fact that the function U(x) is even* If x € <-L+h,L-h> , then
Denoting the obtained integrals by J^ and Jg and applying to the first of them the substitution B(t+L) = S we get On the other hand, for B|^|>1 we have the inequality
Prom both inequalities it follows that
which is equivalent to inequality (10). p J* Let us now consider in the plane R a closed square K whose center is (a,b) and whose sides, parallel to the coordinate axes x,y, have the length 21* Let K' be a closed square, concentric with K, whose sides, parallel to the coordinate axes, have the length 2L+2h = 21+4h. Consider the following function, related to the square K 
ffrom inequality (10) and assumption (c) xi; follows that
where.
From assumption (d) It follows that (x,y)/K' and that eaoh of the numbers
P exceeds l6d /25, whence it immediately follows that A 4 < 4exp(-l6B 2 d 2 /25).
If xf£ < a-L-h,a+L+h> and -j ft < b-L-h,b+L+h > , then x-a < -L-h or x-a > L+h, and y-b <-L-h or y-b>L+h. Therfcforo one of the estimates (7)-(8) holds for U(x-a,B,I.} as well as for U(y-b,B,L), which means, according to (a) 
and similarly
Jhu3 we have the inequalities A 1 <exp(-B 2 t 2 ), A 2 < 2exp(-B 2 t 2 ), ^?exp(-B 2 t 2 ), pop where eaoh of the numbers t^, t^r. t| is some of the numbers (**). Finally, we have in the considered case
.
If x e < a-L-h,a+I*h> , y i < b-Ii-h,b+L+h> , then
2 ) p p and, by the same argument as above, A2<2exp(-B c d »16/25).
Sinoe a-L-h< x <a+L+h, we have -2L-h<x-a-L<h|< 21+h and,
2 and (y-b+H) 2 >0,63d , whenoe we may write Proof. If p = 0 and q = 0, then E 1 = S 2 « 0 and the lemma holds. Assume now that at least one of thu numbers p, q is natural. Since the variables are separated, we have
Applying Leibniz's formula to eaoh of the factors we get into congruent closed squares whose interiors are disjoint and whose sides, parallel to the coordinate axes, have the length 2" m . These squares will be called squares of class m. Sines the set P is non-void, some point of it will lie in a square of class m provided that' m is sufficiently large. If m0 denotes the least natural number having thi3 property, all the numbers m^m0 will have this prbperty. Prom the squares of class mQ we select all such squares that their intersection with the set P is non-void and we order them into a (finite) sequence square with side 2L n +21^ = 21 Q + 41^, which corresponds to the square K Q in the same manner as the square K' involved in.Lemma 2 corresponds to the square K. It is enough to prove 2°. Since the length of the sr'.de of the square K^ tends to zero as n-»«*», for n > H^ the diameter 2^2 (1.^+1^) of the square K^ (i.e. the length of its diagonal) is less than (20-VI?)d/100. In the sque-e K n CK a ih3re lles a point ( x n »7 n ) e P. Since U 0 ,y 0 )£P, from the definition of the distance of a point from a set it follows that (y 0 ,y 0 ),(x n ,y n ))^ d. Hence the triangular inequality implies that if n>li 1> then for any poirt qeK^ we have Prom this inequality and from the triangular inequality 'it follows that for any point (x,y) belonging to the square defined by inequalities (w) we get = ((x-x 0 ) 2 +(y-y 0 ) 2 ) l/2 + (j ((x,y) ,q ) < -J^Q V2* + ? ((x,y),q), whenoe for any q e K^
Sinoe (21 n +3h n ) 2 tends to zero, for n>N 2 we shall have (21 n +31 2 ) 2 < d 2 /l00. Therefore both inequalities (16) will hold for n>N = maziN^Ng), which was to be proved.
_5. Consider, the sequenoe (150 of squares corresponding to the closed set P. Let (a n ,b fl ) be the center of the square and 21 n the length of its side. Let {M n | be an arbitrary seq uenoe of numbers such that M n > 1 and let (17) r n =20 n , C nS =M 2 .10 2n+1 /l 2 , \ = M n .10 n /1 2 , l n = l n +4
where obviously C n > 1, B fl > 1. Let us consider the sequenoe of entire funotions (18) i a (x t j|)-» = := (M 2 /C^rn)U( X -a n ,B n ,L ri )U(y-b nt B n ,L n )co8C n (x-a n )cosC n (y-b xl )
-32 -related to the squares and assume that the function F is the sum of a series whose terms are f Q (x,y), that is (19) F ( . exp((-M 2 .I0 2n /l£)(x-a n +L n ) 2 ) + + {l+1/M a .10 c+1 +{2/10l2.)|x-a n -l n |) 2°n -1 •
• exp( (-M 2 .I0 2n /l£) (x-a n -L n ) 2 ))|. . M1+6-20 n .
A similar estimate holds for |E 2 |. Taking into account these estimates, the inequality {*) and a similar inequality for the variable y, we get, by virtue of Lemma 3 and of the inequalities (20 n )! <(20 n } 2° < (lD0 n ) 2°n = 10 2n ' 2°n , p|=l]l>i, the following estimate 
Proof.
Since 4rfl+1 <20" TJ for j = 1,2,3,.;., it follows from inequality (20) (replacing n by n+j) that for each of the casas p = 4rn, q, = 4^; p = 4rQ+1, q = 4rn; P -4rn, q = 4rn+1; p = 4rfl+1, q = 4rQ+1, the absolute value 
-
If n-»-00 , then l ß -0, hence for n > X we shall have l 2 <62d/20, and the exponent of the power will be negative.
Moreover, since M >1, 1 < 1, we get for n>N ' = max{K,N) 
